Basic Report

Title: 1492 Indians vs. Dukes  
Date: 1993  
Primary Maker: Rubén Ortiz Torres  
Medium: stitched lettering and airbrushed inks on baseball caps

Title: Fair Trade XIX  
Date: 2014  
Primary Maker: Alexandre da Cunha  
Medium: embroidery on burlap sack in collaboration with Luisa Strina

Title: L.A. Rodney Kings (2nd version)  
Date: 1993  
Primary Maker: Rubén Ortiz Torres  
Medium: stitched lettering on baseball cap

Title: Malcolm Mex Cap (La X en la frente)  
Date: 1991  
Primary Maker: Rubén Ortiz Torres  
Medium: ironed lettering on baseball cap

Title: Untitled #676 (Shaggy Dog)  
Date: 1990  
Primary Maker: Petah Coyne  
Medium: black sand from pig iron casting, chicken-wire fencing, electric fence wire, wire, catalytic converter, shaved car hair, CelluClay, Acrylex, cable, cable nuts, cable clips, thimbles, S-hook, PVC pipe, paint, steel, nylon rope, sisal, jaw-to-jaw swivel, quick-link shackles, turnbuckle

Title: Untitled (superama)  
Date: 2003  
Primary Maker: Gabriel Kuri  
Medium: handwoven Gobelin